Leveraging Emerging Technologies
To Advance Forest Biomaterials Business

Wrap-Up

2012 Members Meeting

April 10-11, 2012
IPST Paper Tricentennial Building
Atlanta, Georgia
Wrap-Up –

What You Will See

- Faculty and Their Research
- Students and Their Research
- View of the Research Portfolio
- Ideas and Processes for Engagement

What You Will See

- Research and Development Ideas
- Familiarity with Capabilities
- Introduction to Students
- Ways and Means to Engage on Campus
- Networking
Wrap-Up

Identify Your Next Steps
- What research capabilities match your needs
- Which faculty you should engage
- Who from your company should be engaged
- What sponsored research projects do you wish to develop

The Process
- Arrange campus visit; IPST will assist
- Conduct telephone/video meetings
- Request “white paper” proposals
- Then, sponsor research project (contract)

And, Thanks for Coming